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INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS:

Rotate the gas 
spring shaft 

clockwise to 
properly realign 

with ball-point stud.

(S)

FIG.2

1. Lift the rear door to its fullest open position height.

2. A person will have to hold up the rear door to its fullest open position until the installation has been completed. 
The door will become heavy and may require the assistance of a third person. USE CAUTION when holding the rear 
door in the up and open position the door must not be left to fall for any reason as it may injure the person 
removing the gas spring.

3. Begin removing the gas spring lowest end first then proceed to the opposite end. Refer to Fig.1 (page 1) use a 1/8” 
narrow blade screw driver  “C” and slip under spring clip “B” of the gas spring end connector “A”.  While pulling away 
spring clip “B” to approximately 1/16” to 1/8” pull out on the gas spring connector in the direction “E” away from the 
vehicle body and off ball stud “D”. The rear door may need to be lifted or dropped slightly at this point to help 
facilitate the removal of the gas spring end connector “A”.

4. When one end of the gas spring has been completely removed continue by removing the second end 
in the same fashion.

5. Install the new gas spring in the same manner but in the reverse order - rod end down, and snap into place.

6. Attach cyclinder end of the gas spring to upper ball stud (S) Fig.2. If end connector does not line up - 
rotate gas spring cyclinder clockwise until end connector aligns with ball stud (S). Then snap into place.

7. After the gas spring installation has been completed tug outwardly on the gas spring connectors  “A” to make sure 
a positive connection has been established.

8. The rear door can now be released and used for normal operation. 

TWO PERSONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO INSTALL THE REAR DOOR GAS SPRING(S). IF 2 GAS SPRINGS ARE TO 
BE REPLACED, ONLY REPLACE ONE AT A TIME AND FOLLOW ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS LISTED BELOW.
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